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SEA POWER NC SANDING SEALER 

 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

SEA POWER NC SANDING SEALER is a nitrocellulose based air-drying sealer 
developed specially for wooden objects before top coating. SEA POWER NC 
SEALER helps in filling the grains of the wood which makes the surface flat and 
smooth. It is compatible with PU, Melamine & NC Clear Lacquer. 
 

FEATURERS 

1. Excellent filling properties 
2. Faster drying 
3. Excellent sandability & adhesion  
4. Ease of application  

 

APPLICATION PROCEDURE 

1. Make sure the wood surface is dry and free from dust particles. Sand the 
wooden surface with emery paper no.180 followed by emery paper 
no.320. 

2. Fill the grains or crack if any with the help of TIMBER.DOT WOOD FILLER. 
Remove the excess of filler from the surface. Allow it to dry for 1-2 
hours. Sand with emery paper no. 180 followed with no.320. 

3. Stir the contents of container thoroughly before using it, 
4. DILUTUON:   SPRAY APPLICATON 1 PART SEALER  

                       1.5 PARTS SEA POWER NC THINNER 
5. Apply 2-3 coats of SEA POWER NC SANDING SEALER by spraying 

depending on the filling required. Allow drying time in the each 
successive coat. Sand with emery paper no. 320 or 400. 
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6. Now the surface is ready for applying the top coat. 
 
 
 
 
 

APPLICATION GUIDE 
 
1. RECOMMENDED USE:  Interior wood application 
2. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: Air drying NC Sanding Sealer 
3. APPEARANCE:   Pale in colour 
4. CONSISTENCY:   Mix with SEA POWER NC Thinner                                                                         
5. SOLID:    36  
6. METHOD OF APPLICATION: By Spraying or muslin cloth 
7. RECOATING TIME:  2 hours 
8. COVERING:   60-80 sq.ft/coat/spray 
9. PACKING:   1Liter, 4 Ltrs, 20 Ltrs 

 
 

         

NOTES 

1. Stir the content thoroughly before use since soft sedimentation may 
occur on storage. 

2. Coverage depends on the film thickness and porosity of wood. 
3. Recoating time may vary depending on the climatic conditions. 
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STORAGE & SAFETY MEASURES  

1. Store the product in ambient conditions in well ventilated 
location and away from source of ignition and fuel. 

2. Use rubber/polyurethane gloves, safety goggles/glasses and 
safety masks while handling paint. 

3. Do not inhale or ingest. In case of inhalation, move to fresh air 
and seek medical attention if symptoms persist. 

4. Do not dispose in any drain or land filling. 
5. Avoid eye and skin contact. 
6. Product is flammable.  

 


